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Books and monographs
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Special issue on the Israeli Arabs.


Refereed Articles and chapters of books


Book Reviews

Other Publications

MEETINGS, INVITED LECTURES AND ABSTRACTS – A SELECT LIST

2010 9th European Conference on Information Warfare and Security, Department of Applied Informatics, University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece; Paper: “Electronic Digital Passport as a Means of Partial Response to the Lack of Intelligence in the Field of Border Control”.

2010 26th Annual Association for Israel Studies Conference, Toronto, Canada; Paper: “UNEF, 1956-1967, as a Test Case”.

2009 International Studies Association Midwest, Annual Conference, St. Louis, MO; Paper: “The growing role of foreign policy challenges in the Saudi succession process.”

2007  NATO advanced research workshop, Tbilisi (Georgia), Surveillance and border control on the NATO frontier in the 21st century, Paper: E-D Passport as a means of encountering some of the rising challenges in the field of surveillance and border control on the NATO frontier in the 21st century.

2007  Annual convention of the Israeli Association of Political science, Western Galilee College; Paper: The Israeli Higher Education System at the crossroads.

2006 International Studies Association Midwest, Annual Conference, St. Louis, MO; Paper: Preliminary Feasibility Study of a Model of Anti-Terror Regional Cooperation.


2005  University of Konstanz, Germany, NATO sponsored Advanced Research Workshop: Security through Science; Paper: a non-technological model of combating terrorism through intelligence gathering, sharing and comparing with national human rights laws.


2005  The Southwestern Political Science Association’s 2005 meeting, New Orleans, LA - Ps02: The politics of election reform; Chair.

2004  University of Haifa – 10 Years of peace with Jordan; Paper: Jordanian concepts of peace with Israel


2002  The First World Congress for Middle Eastern Studies (WOCMES), the University of Mainz, Germany; Paper: Israeli Arab Members of the 15th Knesset - Between Israeli Citizenship and Their Palestinian National Identity
2002 Annual convention of the Israeli Association of Political science, Tel Aviv University; Paper: The Arab members of the 15th knesset between Palestinian identity and Israeli citizenship.

2001 International Perspectives on Race, Ethnicity, and Intercultural relations, U. of Mississippi; Paper: Dynamics of change in the formation of the Israeli Arab Palestinian identity.

2000 Armed Forces in the Middle East: Politics and Strategy; BESA Center, Bar Ilan University; Paper: The Jordanian Army between Domestic and External Challenges: Maintaining the Regime Not the Country.


2000 Tenth convention of Judea and Samaria Studies, The College of Judea and Samaria; Paper: The November 1966 Israeli Samu’ raid as a prelude to the June war

1999 Conference: Assessing Israel’s strategic standing, The College of Judea and Samaria; Paper: Jordanian-Palestinian relations and the political process

Chairperson, organizing committee

1999 Ninth convention of Judea and Samaria Studies, College of Judea and Samaria; Paper: King Husayn’s policies towards Judea and Samaria after the Six Day War.

1998 Conference on fifty years to the universal declaration on human rights; Tel Aviv University; Paper: National service for non-serving populations in Israel.

1998 Israel between wars and settlements, Haifa University; Paper: Jordanian positions vs. Israel and the Palestinians in the wake of the June 1967 war.

1996 Conference on nationalism, Department of Government, University of Sydney; Paper: Composite nationalism - Jordanian nationalism as a successful test case.


1993 International conference: Israel’s Arabs as a Political Community in Formation, Harry S. Truman Research Institute; Paper: the emergence of the Israeli Arab national leadership during the uprising (intifadah).

1991 International conference on the Arabs of Israel; The Hebrew University; Paper: The Israeli government’s policy towards its Arab minority since 1948.
1990 Researchers` colloquium on Jerusalem, Israeli Oriental Society; Paper: King Husayn`s positions on Jerusalem.

1987 Fourteenth Annual conference of the Israeli Oriental Society; Member, Organizing committee; Paper: Jordanian perceptions of Israel.

1987 The 1929 riots in Palestine as a turning point in the Arab- Jewish conflict in Palestine; The Hebrew University. Discussant.

1985 Religious radicalism and politics in the Middle East; Harry S. Truman Research Institute; Member, Organizing committee.

1983 The annual conference of the Davis Institute, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem; Paper: Saudi Arabia, the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea.


1981 Middle East perspectives: The American concern University of Minnesota, Twin Cities; Paper: The diplomatic alternative.

1980 Fourteenth annual meeting of the Middle East Studies Association (MESA), Georgetown University, Washington; Paper: The ulama of Saudi Arabia - government partner or government tool?